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21 June 1887

Holland, Michigan

In this issue of De Grondwet, there appeared an article entitled "The Hollanders and the Reformed
Church." The anonymous author is arguing with the author of an article that appeared in De
Hope. Dr. Albertus C. Van Raalte is given credit for accomplishing much on behalf of the Dutch
immigrants.

In Dutch; translation by William and Althea Buursma, 10 November 2006.

Original in the archives of Calvin College.

June 21, 1887
DE GRONDWET

The Hollanders and the Reformed Church
"In him (Dr. Van Raalte), as leader, in a certain sense, immigration,
colonization, and Americanization became synonymous, while
maintaining a positive Holland identity."
********

"It was Dr. Van Raalte's desire that all of his followers and all of his
fellow citizens would make a name for themselves worthy of their
history in this area. They were not to become an ethnic faction in
church or state, maintaining a foreign identity in conflict with the spirit,
direction, and calling of this new world, but as a unique part of this
their new Fatherland, and, as such, to assume a role as a people worthy
of respect from others.
"This was not to be an aimless dying out as immigrants, as, alas, has
been the case here with almost every nationality who have come to
make the United States their home, but he wanted our Holland people
to take a position, which would make it possible for the generations to
come to look back with pride on their history.
"Now we ask the question: "Has this purpose of the Netherlands
immigration become a failure?" We reply that, up to this moment, as
far as his (Van Raalte) work, efforts, and leadership are concerned,
NO! Has the incorporation of the immigration with the Reformed
Church in the East not been one of the greatest factors in achieving this
result? We reply YES!

-2"How significant has all of this departure and all of this isolationism
from the Reformed Church contributed to making our Holland people
able to influence in a positive way as Christian citizens in our society
wherever they may be living? The answer we will hold back for the
moment and concentrate on the past.
"We are not writing this desiring to directly reflect upon the Holland
Christian Reformed Church, because that church today, as a Holland
denomination, developed from out of the immigration, now exists.
One cannot hold her responsible for her origin. This is true also for
the grounds given for justifying her existence, which were used thirty
years ago. We hope to gather these thoughts more closely."
The above is the noteworthy conclusion of a very notable article, which
was the first in a series by the editors of "The Hope." Subsequent
articles promise to be even more significant.
It is our hope that no one, including the writers in "The Hope," will not
take it ill of us if we make a small contribution to the subject at hand.
Much of it we can lay aside, as, for example, the dogmatic explanation
that the "present Holland Christian Reformed Church" cannot be held
"responsible for her existence nor for the grounds given, which were
used some thirty years ago, to justify her existence."
With a clear conscience we present this explanation for dissection,
testing, and response to the tender mercies of the editor of "De
Wachter," the official organ of the Holland Christian Reformed
Church.

Among other things mentioned in the above article are some printed
statements, which we can pass by because we are in perfect agreement,
although we naturally do not, therefore, have the right to dismiss the
proofs for these statements in "The Hope."
Among these is the assertion that the secession from the Reformed
Church, in essence, had a different view of the purpose of immigration
and the calling of the immigrants than the view held by others
concerning the inclusion of Hollanders in the Reformed Church. All of
the claimed grounds for the secession were only those that visibly
surfaced from the ground like sprouts. For example: Free Masonry,
Baxter*, pew rental, hymns and singing, etc., etc. These were
mentioned by "The Hope" and revealed the naked roots of the
secession.
But there will no doubt be positions mentioned by "The Hope" as the
first article indicates. There are already presented in this article
propositions which will warrant our attention, because they enter the
sector, whereupon "De Grondwet" also functions, namely, that of the
Christian Society. Also it is because we cannot accept as correct these
propositions.
We consider of highest importance the fact that "The Hope" brings up
this matter. One of the many who apparently wish to have a merger
under one ecclesiastical banner must, of necessity, first agree to live
under diverse banners with all.
*Richard Baxter (1615-1691), English Puritan divine, author of
"Reasons for the Christian Religion" and "Saints' Everlasting Rest."
The 1911 Edition of the "Encylopedia Britannica includes an article
concerning him. (Translator's Note — William D. Buursma)

-4These articles, at least in the opinions expressed, are the responsibility
of "The Hope" in her widest circumference; that is, its editor,
publisher, and oversight committee. We find in these articles what
Hope College, or to be more clear, what the Holland sector of the
Reformed Church thinks about the inclusion of the Hollanders in the
Reformed Church.
To oppose what our suspicion in this first article seems to believe is
something for which the time has not yet come. Also because "The
Hope" itself has promised that there will be more articles to follow.
We will limit ourselves to one question and that is: What favorable
influence has the inclusion of the Hollanders in the Reformed Church
impacted on the perpetuation, strengthening, and enlargement of the
positive Christian spirit, which they found in American society, as well
as in this area at the time of their coming here and their incorporation
into the Reformed Church?
If, for example, to mention a specific case that is obvious at this time of
the year, what influence does the inclusion of the Hollanders in the
Reformed Church, from a Christian point of view, have upon the
celebration of the Fourth of July? For example, in the town of
Holland, now the center point of the Holland portion of the Reformed
Church, is the celebration more Christian because of this inclusion or
not?

-5If "The Hope" is not too proud to take note of us, let her then answer
this question. Then we can continue (our discussion). We urgently
desire that people can come to clarity about this incorporation, because
we, too, long for the reunion of all Holland Christians in America.

William and. Althea Buursma
November 10, 2006
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